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steering a middle course between those who argue that a history of israel can no
longer be written because the sources that we have prove inadequate and what
now seems to be the extreme conservatism of the old classic john bright s history
of israel this book presents all the problems and where they cannot be resolved
provides the evidence and leaves the reader with the current situation a significant
achievement this book moves our understanding of the history of israel forward as
dramatically as john bright s a history of israel martin noth s history of israel and
william f albright s from the stone age ot cristianity did at an earlier period
rawlinson chronicles the history surrounding each king giving account of the
politics warfare religion and culture of the reign with close reference to the bible
throughout rawlinson s study has become an essential part of old testament
studies and is important tool to aid with the examination of the books of kings and
chronicles in particular in addition to this rawlinson provides a close look at the
lives of the various kings of israel and judah the events of their reigns the battles
fought and the effect on the kingdoms of the decisions made by the monarchs each
of the four chapters of the book focuses on a different aspect of the division
between judah and israel between the northern and southern prophets between
the jacob and abraham narratives between the exodus and the zion traditions and
the circumstances of unification this pioneering study wrestles with the perpetual
problem of chronology in the books of kings starting from the conservative
assumptions that the courts of israel and judah maintained regnal records and that
these for the most part accurately reflect regnal length the author arrives at a new
and persuasive dating for the reigns and their synchronisms in addition his
chronological scheme includes all points of contact between israel and judah and
external powers especially assyria the result is one of the most responsible and yet
most critical chronologies proposed to date and will be the standard chronological
reference for the next decade if not longer for generations scholars have
attempted to solve the chronological problems associated with the mysterious
numbers of the hebrew kings in this volume the authors provide a coherent
sensible and believable chronology for the israelite and judean kings in their
reconstruction hayes and hooker take into consideration not only all of the biblical
data but also all relevant ancient near eastern sources utilizing all available and
reliable evidence they establish not only regnal years for all the rulers but also
specific dates for numerous events in israelite and judean history in their opening
chapters the authors explain the scheme of chronological reckoning found in the
books of 1 2 kings their calculations are then computed without recourse to
shifting understandings of the methods of reckoning or to a theory of co regencies
the value of this work is not limited to purely chronological matters its implications
extend to the dating of biblical sources such as the book of the covenant d p and
the deuteronomistic history the volume also provides insights into the socio cultic
life of biblical times this book provides a detailed study of the fortifications of the
founders of ancient israel from the time of their first settlement in the middle east
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through the periods of the united and divided kingdoms until the sack of jerusalem
in 586 bc it begins in the period of israelite settlement in the first iron age period
1200 1000 bc the extensive fortifications created by the famous kings saul david
and solomon are covered including gibeah jerusalem megiddo hazor and gezer
which are described in the bible the period of the divided monarchy saw the
creation of two separate political entities the kingdoms of israel and judah the
enemies the two kingdoms faced in this period included moab edom and the
arameans as well as the mighty empires of assyria babylonia and egypt this book is
a must have for fans of warfare in the ancient middle east titles have always been
conferred on persons both to identify their functions in society and to assign
honorary status in egypt even more than in mesopotamia function related and
honorary titles were so valued that officials and functionaries of varying stations
collected the titles accrued in their lifetime and preserved them in a titulary the
ancient equivalent of a resume israelites serving at the royal courts in jerusalem
and samaria or in local administrations also held title but the sources suggest far
fewer of them than their neighbors nili fox analyzes the titles and roles of civil
officials and functionaries in israel and judah during the monarchy including key
ministers of the central government regional administrators and palace attendants
the nineteen titles fall into three categories status related titles function related
titles and miscellaneous designations that could be held by a variety of officials fox
sets these israelite and judahite titles in their ancient context through extensive
study of egyptian akkadian and ugaritic records she also draws upon the corpus of
hebrew epigraphic material which allows her to explore economic components of
state organization such as royal land grants supply networks and systems of
accounting which would be impossible to understand on the basis of the hebrew
bible alone fox also treats the widely debated issue of whether israelite state
organization was influenced by foreign models and if so how much the evidence of
non hebrew sources offers little concrete material to substantiate theories that
israel modeled its government after a foreign prototype and fox offers a more
finessed approach many features of israelite administration are best explained as
basic elements of any monarchic structure in the ancient near east that developed
to satisfy the needs of an evolving local system other seemingly foreign features
have a long tradition in canaan and probably were naturally assimilated fox
recognizes the interconnections between the cultures in the region but emphasizes
the need to closely examine the israelite system with internal evidence from the
division of the kingdom to the babylonian exile this book presents a plethora of
perspectives on the phenomenon of kingship and state in the bible and in history
considered here are important parts of old testament literature i e the pentateuch
deuteronomistic history prophecy and wisdom accordingly the time span dealt with
is quite broad ranging from the pre monarchic era up until hellenism in addition
some contributions reaching far beyond the boundary of the old testament are
presented engaging thoroughly the archaeology of the holy land as well as the
ancient near eastern and hellenistic context of the old testament the septuagint
and the new testament repeatedly consulted in the book turn attention to the
questions of the history of reception the book is based on an international
symposium held in april 2014 in prague of the 21 contributions 15 are presented in
english while 6 more are in german language text series contributions to
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understanding the bible beitrage zum verstehen der bibel vol 28 subject religious
studies biblical studies history the greatest secret of the bible is the fact that the
ancient hebrews in reality were two different tribal groups who arrived in canaan
and then left for the nile delta at different times both peoples then made their
exodus from egypt at different centuries and reconquered their places in canaan
independently the israelites and judahites properly came together for the first and
last time only in the united monarchy and this was mainly as a result of the
philistine threat it was then too that the authors of the bible merged the family
trees and narratives of the northern and southern tribes to create a common
genealogy and history however the two peoples could not co exist for long in the
same harness especially when the junior partner judah was commanding the senior
israel hence the union fell apart forever the biblical account of the deportation of
the israelites to assyria is an extreme exaggeration of the tragedy s scope this has
given rise to a myth regarding the loss of the ten northern tribes whose traces are
still being sought to this day from mesopotamia to the japanese islands but in truth
the absolute majority of the israelites remained where it was and so did the
judahites the babylonian exile claimed very few of them the israelites and judahites
eventually mixed with each other with the exception of samaritans and thus two
different peoples became one the judeans dr igor p lipovsky distinguished scholar
of near eastern history rediscovers the true origins and history of the israelites and
judahites at the center of this book lies a fundamental yet unanswered question
under which historical and sociological conditions and in what manner the hebrew
bible became an authoritative tradition that is holy scripture and the canon of
judaism as well as christianity reinhard g kratz answers this very question by
distinguishing between historical and biblical israel this foundational and for the
arrangement of the book crucial distinction affirms that the israel of biblical
tradition i e the sacred history historia sacra of the hebrew bible cannot simply be
equated with the history of israel and judah thus kratz provides a synthesis of both
the israelite and judahite history and the genesis and development of biblical
tradition in two separate chapters though each area depends directly and
inevitably upon the other these two distinct perspectives on israel are then
confronted and correlated in a third chapter which constitutes an area intimately
connected with the former but generally overlooked apart from specialized
inquiries those places and archives that either yielded jewish documents and
manuscripts elephantine al yahudu qumran or are associated conspicuously with
the tradition of the hebrew bible mount gerizim jerusalem alexandria here the
various epigraphic and literary evidence for the history of israel and judah comes
to the fore such evidence sometimes represents israel s history at other times it
reflects its traditions at still others it reflects both simultaneously the different
sources point to different types of judean or jewish identity in persian and
hellenistic times empires come and go homelands never readers of the hebrew
bible know the basic story line during the early sixth century bce the babylonian
ruler nebuchadnezzar sacked jerusalem deported a portion of the population to
mesopotamia and triggered a crisis of faith in the minds of prophets priests and
liturgists that still echoes through the centuries though many judahites chose to
make their way home under persian imperial control the straightforward biblical
story of exile and return masks many complex issues of evidence and fact unlike
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previous studies that focused narrowly on the babylonian exile of the judahite
elites this volume widens the geographical and temporal scope to include the
assyrian babylonian and persian empires improved access to and understanding of
relevant texts iconography and material culture provide an opportunity for
scholars to reappraise methods of imperial control and the responses of those in
exile and under occupation contributors pamela barmash ryan p bonfiglio caralie
cooke lisbeth s fried martien a halvorson taylor mark w hamilton matt waters and
ian d wilson lay a firm foundation for future work on the long sixth century reprint
of the original first published in 1843 if you want to discover the captivating
history of the kings of israel and judah then keep reading the history of the ancient
kingdoms of israel and judah and their kings is a story of epic heroes and villains
david was the god chosen savior who fought giants and the remarkable individual
who inspired the world s greatest artists to create their immortal sculptures and
paintings solomon is regarded as the author of many of the proverbs that we still
use and the ancient sources say he was married to seventy foreign princesses the
protagonists of this book also include famous rulers of the ancient world such as
queen of sheba and nebuchadnezzar of babylon you will learn how david unified
the nation but you ll also find out about his dark secret and its terrible
consequences you will discover all about the golden age of solomon the building of
his temple and the legendary ark of the covenant and you ll also learn how ruthless
he was toward his subjects near the end of his reign in addition to that you will get
to know the roots of the conflict between the israelite tribes why the jewish
kingdom had split in two and how the two disunited kingdoms fell to the mighty
empires of egypt and babylon this book covers a timespan of about half a
millennium the first couple of chapters which cover israel s shift from tribal
government to a centralized monarchy tell the stories of the people and events
initially described in the two books of samuel sam 1 and 2 the rest of the book
follows the storyline of the two books of kings kings 1 and 2 in the kings of israel
and judah a captivating guide to the ancient jewish kingdom of david and solomon
the divided monarchy and the assyrian and babylonian conquests of samaria and
jerusalem you will discover topics such as the last judges give us a king a boy from
bethlehem saul has a rival king david david s downfall the horrors king solomon
divided monarchy the kings of the divided monarchy until the fall of israel ten lost
tribes the destruction and fall of israel judah s resistance and reforms the fall of
jerusalem and the end of the kingdom of judah and much much more so if you want
to learn more about the kings of israel and judah scroll up and click the add to cart
button the author shows how king josiah s reform program to unify israel and
judah around the jerusalem temple laid the foundation for the exilic thinkers who
rescued judaism from the obscurity of babylonian defeat and exile this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
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with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant a handbook for biblical scholars and historians of the
ancient near east william g dever offers a welcome perspective on ancient israel
and judah that prioritizes the archaeological remains to render history as it was
not as the biblical writers argue it should have been drawing from the most recent
archaeological data as interpreted from a nontheological point of view and
supplementing that data with biblical material only when it converges with the
archaeological record dever analyzes all the evidence at hand to provide a new
history of ancient israel and judah that is accessible to all interested readers
features a new approach to the history of ancient israel extensive bibliography
more than eighty maps and illustrations the period of biblical history known as the
divided kingdom or the period of the kings and the prophets refers to the time
when the nation of israel broke into two rival kingdoms israel in the north and
judah in the south each governed by its own succession of kings during this period
of monarchical rule god sent many prophets with the purpose of keeping the
government of his covenant people in line with his commandments and righteous
laws besides the prophets which were anointed to address particular situations
there was an unbroken line of written prophets from joel chronologically to daniel
who were sent to deliver words of judgment warning instruction and hope for the
future in order to appreciate the intricate fabric of this complex period one has to
weave together three books of history i and ii kings and ii chronicles and all the
prophets from isaiah to zephaniah kingship ended under nebuchadnezzar s
babylonian dominion when the last king of judah was taken captive to babylon the
entire nation s captivity officially ended in 536 bc when cyrus the first persian
emperor released the captives to return to their homelands and rebuild what
babylon had destroyed as we study the accounts of biblical and secular history we
discover the magnitude of the hand of god operating throughout the heathen world
and more intimately in the midst of israel s many trials and aberrations our faith is
strengthened as we recognize that it is the hand of the same god who controls our
current world affairs in the global events of these days the intent of this book is to
guide the student as well as the most dedicated pastors and teachers through this
dynamic period in simplicity and historical accuracy and in so doing reinforce our
faith as we face the mounting turbulence in our own generation this volume of
essays draws together specialists in the field to explain illustrate and analyze the
religious diversity in ancient israel in the god of israel in history and tradition
michael stahl examines the historical and ideological significances of the formulaic
title god of israel elohe yisra el in the hebrew bible using critical theory on social
power and identity excerpt from the kings of israel and judah the books of kings
and chronicles form the main stjurce for the history of the kings of israel and judah
they require however to be supplemented especially for the later kings by a careful
study of the prophetical scriptures particularly of isaiah jeremiah ezekiel hosea
amos micah habakkuk and zephaniah local colouring the life and manners of the
time and the feelings of those contemporary with the events described are
derivable almost wholly from this latter source which furnishes them often in
tolerable abundance the antiquities of josephus supply less material than might
have been expected and the character of all additional material derived from this
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quarter requires to be weighed in the scales of a careful and sober criticism
considerable light is thrown on the history of some of the kings by contemporary
notices contained in the monuments of egypt and assyria it has been the endeavour
of the writer so far as the limits of space allowed to make full use of all these
various sources of information his labours have been much lightened by the
excellent work done by many of his predecessors in the field of sacred history as
especially by the writers of the articles on the several kings in dr smith s dictionary
of the bible kitto s biblical cyclopaedia winer s realworterbuch and ersch and
gruber s cyclopadie about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not
used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy trieste publishing has a massive catalogue
of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality
reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time
the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries
and private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has
chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our
readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a
hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by
imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form
of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would
occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers
of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has
thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if
necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures
that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully
reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing
value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on
demand however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk
purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk
rates
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An Introduction to the History of Israel and Judah
1999

steering a middle course between those who argue that a history of israel can no
longer be written because the sources that we have prove inadequate and what
now seems to be the extreme conservatism of the old classic john bright s history
of israel this book presents all the problems and where they cannot be resolved
provides the evidence and leaves the reader with the current situation

A History of Ancient Israel and Judah
1986-01-01

a significant achievement this book moves our understanding of the history of
israel forward as dramatically as john bright s a history of israel martin noth s
history of israel and william f albright s from the stone age ot cristianity did at an
earlier period

The Kings of Israel and Judah
1889

rawlinson chronicles the history surrounding each king giving account of the
politics warfare religion and culture of the reign with close reference to the bible
throughout rawlinson s study has become an essential part of old testament
studies and is important tool to aid with the examination of the books of kings and
chronicles in particular in addition to this rawlinson provides a close look at the
lives of the various kings of israel and judah the events of their reigns the battles
fought and the effect on the kingdoms of the decisions made by the monarchs

Reconsidering Israel and Judah
2000

each of the four chapters of the book focuses on a different aspect of the division
between judah and israel between the northern and southern prophets between
the jacob and abraham narratives between the exodus and the zion traditions and
the circumstances of unification

Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah
1891

this pioneering study wrestles with the perpetual problem of chronology in the
books of kings starting from the conservative assumptions that the courts of israel
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and judah maintained regnal records and that these for the most part accurately
reflect regnal length the author arrives at a new and persuasive dating for the
reigns and their synchronisms in addition his chronological scheme includes all
points of contact between israel and judah and external powers especially assyria
the result is one of the most responsible and yet most critical chronologies
proposed to date and will be the standard chronological reference for the next
decade if not longer

From Two Kingdoms To One Nation - Israel and
Judah
2011-05-23

for generations scholars have attempted to solve the chronological problems
associated with the mysterious numbers of the hebrew kings in this volume the
authors provide a coherent sensible and believable chronology for the israelite and
judean kings in their reconstruction hayes and hooker take into consideration not
only all of the biblical data but also all relevant ancient near eastern sources
utilizing all available and reliable evidence they establish not only regnal years for
all the rulers but also specific dates for numerous events in israelite and judean
history in their opening chapters the authors explain the scheme of chronological
reckoning found in the books of 1 2 kings their calculations are then computed
without recourse to shifting understandings of the methods of reckoning or to a
theory of co regencies the value of this work is not limited to purely chronological
matters its implications extend to the dating of biblical sources such as the book of
the covenant d p and the deuteronomistic history the volume also provides insights
into the socio cultic life of biblical times

The Future of Israel and Judah
1888

this book provides a detailed study of the fortifications of the founders of ancient
israel from the time of their first settlement in the middle east through the periods
of the united and divided kingdoms until the sack of jerusalem in 586 bc it begins
in the period of israelite settlement in the first iron age period 1200 1000 bc the
extensive fortifications created by the famous kings saul david and solomon are
covered including gibeah jerusalem megiddo hazor and gezer which are described
in the bible the period of the divided monarchy saw the creation of two separate
political entities the kingdoms of israel and judah the enemies the two kingdoms
faced in this period included moab edom and the arameans as well as the mighty
empires of assyria babylonia and egypt this book is a must have for fans of warfare
in the ancient middle east
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The Chronology of the Kings of Israel and Judah
2023-08-21

titles have always been conferred on persons both to identify their functions in
society and to assign honorary status in egypt even more than in mesopotamia
function related and honorary titles were so valued that officials and functionaries
of varying stations collected the titles accrued in their lifetime and preserved them
in a titulary the ancient equivalent of a resume israelites serving at the royal
courts in jerusalem and samaria or in local administrations also held title but the
sources suggest far fewer of them than their neighbors nili fox analyzes the titles
and roles of civil officials and functionaries in israel and judah during the
monarchy including key ministers of the central government regional
administrators and palace attendants the nineteen titles fall into three categories
status related titles function related titles and miscellaneous designations that
could be held by a variety of officials fox sets these israelite and judahite titles in
their ancient context through extensive study of egyptian akkadian and ugaritic
records she also draws upon the corpus of hebrew epigraphic material which
allows her to explore economic components of state organization such as royal
land grants supply networks and systems of accounting which would be impossible
to understand on the basis of the hebrew bible alone fox also treats the widely
debated issue of whether israelite state organization was influenced by foreign
models and if so how much the evidence of non hebrew sources offers little
concrete material to substantiate theories that israel modeled its government after
a foreign prototype and fox offers a more finessed approach many features of
israelite administration are best explained as basic elements of any monarchic
structure in the ancient near east that developed to satisfy the needs of an
evolving local system other seemingly foreign features have a long tradition in
canaan and probably were naturally assimilated fox recognizes the
interconnections between the cultures in the region but emphasizes the need to
closely examine the israelite system with internal evidence

The Kings and Prophets of Israel and Judah
1909

from the division of the kingdom to the babylonian exile

The Kingdoms of Israel and Judah, After the
Disruption
1876

this book presents a plethora of perspectives on the phenomenon of kingship and
state in the bible and in history considered here are important parts of old
testament literature i e the pentateuch deuteronomistic history prophecy and
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wisdom accordingly the time span dealt with is quite broad ranging from the pre
monarchic era up until hellenism in addition some contributions reaching far
beyond the boundary of the old testament are presented engaging thoroughly the
archaeology of the holy land as well as the ancient near eastern and hellenistic
context of the old testament the septuagint and the new testament repeatedly
consulted in the book turn attention to the questions of the history of reception the
book is based on an international symposium held in april 2014 in prague of the 21
contributions 15 are presented in english while 6 more are in german language
text series contributions to understanding the bible beitrage zum verstehen der
bibel vol 28 subject religious studies biblical studies history

A New Chronology for the Kings of Israel and
Judah and Its Implications for Biblical History
and Literature
2007-06-08

the greatest secret of the bible is the fact that the ancient hebrews in reality were
two different tribal groups who arrived in canaan and then left for the nile delta at
different times both peoples then made their exodus from egypt at different
centuries and reconquered their places in canaan independently the israelites and
judahites properly came together for the first and last time only in the united
monarchy and this was mainly as a result of the philistine threat it was then too
that the authors of the bible merged the family trees and narratives of the northern
and southern tribes to create a common genealogy and history however the two
peoples could not co exist for long in the same harness especially when the junior
partner judah was commanding the senior israel hence the union fell apart forever
the biblical account of the deportation of the israelites to assyria is an extreme
exaggeration of the tragedy s scope this has given rise to a myth regarding the loss
of the ten northern tribes whose traces are still being sought to this day from
mesopotamia to the japanese islands but in truth the absolute majority of the
israelites remained where it was and so did the judahites the babylonian exile
claimed very few of them the israelites and judahites eventually mixed with each
other with the exception of samaritans and thus two different peoples became one
the judeans dr igor p lipovsky distinguished scholar of near eastern history
rediscovers the true origins and history of the israelites and judahites

The Fortifications of Ancient Israel and Judah
1200–586 BC
2012-10-20

at the center of this book lies a fundamental yet unanswered question under which
historical and sociological conditions and in what manner the hebrew bible became
an authoritative tradition that is holy scripture and the canon of judaism as well as
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christianity reinhard g kratz answers this very question by distinguishing between
historical and biblical israel this foundational and for the arrangement of the book
crucial distinction affirms that the israel of biblical tradition i e the sacred history
historia sacra of the hebrew bible cannot simply be equated with the history of
israel and judah thus kratz provides a synthesis of both the israelite and judahite
history and the genesis and development of biblical tradition in two separate
chapters though each area depends directly and inevitably upon the other these
two distinct perspectives on israel are then confronted and correlated in a third
chapter which constitutes an area intimately connected with the former but
generally overlooked apart from specialized inquiries those places and archives
that either yielded jewish documents and manuscripts elephantine al yahudu
qumran or are associated conspicuously with the tradition of the hebrew bible
mount gerizim jerusalem alexandria here the various epigraphic and literary
evidence for the history of israel and judah comes to the fore such evidence
sometimes represents israel s history at other times it reflects its traditions at still
others it reflects both simultaneously the different sources point to different types
of judean or jewish identity in persian and hellenistic times

In the Service of the King
2000-12-31

empires come and go homelands never readers of the hebrew bible know the basic
story line during the early sixth century bce the babylonian ruler nebuchadnezzar
sacked jerusalem deported a portion of the population to mesopotamia and
triggered a crisis of faith in the minds of prophets priests and liturgists that still
echoes through the centuries though many judahites chose to make their way
home under persian imperial control the straightforward biblical story of exile and
return masks many complex issues of evidence and fact unlike previous studies
that focused narrowly on the babylonian exile of the judahite elites this volume
widens the geographical and temporal scope to include the assyrian babylonian
and persian empires improved access to and understanding of relevant texts
iconography and material culture provide an opportunity for scholars to reappraise
methods of imperial control and the responses of those in exile and under
occupation contributors pamela barmash ryan p bonfiglio caralie cooke lisbeth s
fried martien a halvorson taylor mark w hamilton matt waters and ian d wilson lay
a firm foundation for future work on the long sixth century

The Parallel Histories of Judah and Israel with
Copious Explanatory Notes
1843

reprint of the original first published in 1843
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KINGS OF ISRAEL AND JUDAH
2018

if you want to discover the captivating history of the kings of israel and judah then
keep reading the history of the ancient kingdoms of israel and judah and their
kings is a story of epic heroes and villains david was the god chosen savior who
fought giants and the remarkable individual who inspired the world s greatest
artists to create their immortal sculptures and paintings solomon is regarded as
the author of many of the proverbs that we still use and the ancient sources say he
was married to seventy foreign princesses the protagonists of this book also
include famous rulers of the ancient world such as queen of sheba and
nebuchadnezzar of babylon you will learn how david unified the nation but you ll
also find out about his dark secret and its terrible consequences you will discover
all about the golden age of solomon the building of his temple and the legendary
ark of the covenant and you ll also learn how ruthless he was toward his subjects
near the end of his reign in addition to that you will get to know the roots of the
conflict between the israelite tribes why the jewish kingdom had split in two and
how the two disunited kingdoms fell to the mighty empires of egypt and babylon
this book covers a timespan of about half a millennium the first couple of chapters
which cover israel s shift from tribal government to a centralized monarchy tell the
stories of the people and events initially described in the two books of samuel sam
1 and 2 the rest of the book follows the storyline of the two books of kings kings 1
and 2 in the kings of israel and judah a captivating guide to the ancient jewish
kingdom of david and solomon the divided monarchy and the assyrian and
babylonian conquests of samaria and jerusalem you will discover topics such as the
last judges give us a king a boy from bethlehem saul has a rival king david david s
downfall the horrors king solomon divided monarchy the kings of the divided
monarchy until the fall of israel ten lost tribes the destruction and fall of israel
judah s resistance and reforms the fall of jerusalem and the end of the kingdom of
judah and much much more so if you want to learn more about the kings of israel
and judah scroll up and click the add to cart button

The Kings and Prophets of Israel and Judah, from
the Division of the Kingdom to the Babylonian
Exile
1911

the author shows how king josiah s reform program to unify israel and judah
around the jerusalem temple laid the foundation for the exilic thinkers who
rescued judaism from the obscurity of babylonian defeat and exile
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A King like All the Nations?
2015

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Historical Bible: The kings and prophets of
Israel and Judah
1912

a handbook for biblical scholars and historians of the ancient near east william g
dever offers a welcome perspective on ancient israel and judah that prioritizes the
archaeological remains to render history as it was not as the biblical writers argue
it should have been drawing from the most recent archaeological data as
interpreted from a nontheological point of view and supplementing that data with
biblical material only when it converges with the archaeological record dever
analyzes all the evidence at hand to provide a new history of ancient israel and
judah that is accessible to all interested readers features a new approach to the
history of ancient israel extensive bibliography more than eighty maps and
illustrations

Israel and Judah
2015-03-09

the period of biblical history known as the divided kingdom or the period of the
kings and the prophets refers to the time when the nation of israel broke into two
rival kingdoms israel in the north and judah in the south each governed by its own
succession of kings during this period of monarchical rule god sent many prophets
with the purpose of keeping the government of his covenant people in line with his
commandments and righteous laws besides the prophets which were anointed to
address particular situations there was an unbroken line of written prophets from
joel chronologically to daniel who were sent to deliver words of judgment warning
instruction and hope for the future in order to appreciate the intricate fabric of this
complex period one has to weave together three books of history i and ii kings and
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ii chronicles and all the prophets from isaiah to zephaniah kingship ended under
nebuchadnezzar s babylonian dominion when the last king of judah was taken
captive to babylon the entire nation s captivity officially ended in 536 bc when
cyrus the first persian emperor released the captives to return to their homelands
and rebuild what babylon had destroyed as we study the accounts of biblical and
secular history we discover the magnitude of the hand of god operating throughout
the heathen world and more intimately in the midst of israel s many trials and
aberrations our faith is strengthened as we recognize that it is the hand of the
same god who controls our current world affairs in the global events of these days
the intent of this book is to guide the student as well as the most dedicated pastors
and teachers through this dynamic period in simplicity and historical accuracy and
in so doing reinforce our faith as we face the mounting turbulence in our own
generation

Historical and Biblical Israel
2015

this volume of essays draws together specialists in the field to explain illustrate
and analyze the religious diversity in ancient israel

In the Shadow of Empire
2021-11-05

in the god of israel in history and tradition michael stahl examines the historical
and ideological significances of the formulaic title god of israel elohe yisra el in the
hebrew bible using critical theory on social power and identity

SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL AND
JUDAH
2018

excerpt from the kings of israel and judah the books of kings and chronicles form
the main stjurce for the history of the kings of israel and judah they require
however to be supplemented especially for the later kings by a careful study of the
prophetical scriptures particularly of isaiah jeremiah ezekiel hosea amos micah
habakkuk and zephaniah local colouring the life and manners of the time and the
feelings of those contemporary with the events described are derivable almost
wholly from this latter source which furnishes them often in tolerable abundance
the antiquities of josephus supply less material than might have been expected and
the character of all additional material derived from this quarter requires to be
weighed in the scales of a careful and sober criticism considerable light is thrown
on the history of some of the kings by contemporary notices contained in the
monuments of egypt and assyria it has been the endeavour of the writer so far as
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the limits of space allowed to make full use of all these various sources of
information his labours have been much lightened by the excellent work done by
many of his predecessors in the field of sacred history as especially by the writers
of the articles on the several kings in dr smith s dictionary of the bible kitto s
biblical cyclopaedia winer s realworterbuch and ersch and gruber s cyclopadie
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Parallel Histories of Judah and Israel: With
Copious Explanatory Notes
2024-03-28

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy

The Kings of Israel and Judah
2019-01-29

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to
provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction
literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our
collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the
world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have
been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that
their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that
period are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original
imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it
is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality
control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with
their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the
collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest
quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum
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degree possible gives them the experience of owning the original work we pride
ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the
finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste
books are purchased singly on demand however they may also be purchased in
bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to
enquire about our tailored bulk rates

Judah and Israel
1838

The Royal Houses of Israel and Judah
1900

Kings of Israel and Judah
2021

King Josiah of Judah
2001

The Kings Of Israel And Judah
2018-10-16

Beyond the Texts
2017-11-03

The History of Ancient Israel and Judah
2003

The Divided Kingdom of Israel and Judah C. 975-
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-536 BC
2012-12-24

Judah and Israel, or The restoration and
conversion of the Jews and ten tribes. To which is
added Essays on the Passover
1837

The Kings of Judah and Israel; Or the History of
the Jews, from the Accession of David to the
Babylonish Captivity
1837

Religious Diversity in Ancient Israel and Judah
2010-04-15

The “God of Israel” in History and Tradition
2021-03-22

The Kings of Israel and Judah (Classic Reprint)
2015-07-06

The National Rebirth of Judah
1920

The Kings and Prophets of Israel and Judah
2012-01
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Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah
2017-09-06
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